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a b s t r a c t 

This work presents results from a numerical investigation on the influence of fluid-structure interaction (FSI) on 

the dynamic response of thin steel plates subjected to blast loading. The loading was generated by a shock tube 

test facility designed to expose structures to blast-like loading conditions. The steel plates had an exposed area of 

0.3 m × 0.3 m and experienced large deformations during the tests. Numerical simulations were performed using 

the finite element code EUROPLEXUS. An uncoupled FSI approach was compared to a coupled FSI approach in 

an attempt to investigate FSI effects. Reduced deformation was observed in the plates due to the occurrence of 

FSI during the dynamic response. The general trend was an increased FSI effect with increasing blast intensity. 

The numerical results were finally compared to the experimental data to validate their reliability in terms of 

deflections and velocities in the steel plates. A good agreement with the experimental data was found, and the 

numerical simulations were able to predict both the dynamic response of the plate and the pressure distribution in 

front of the plate with good accuracy. Hence, the numerical framework presented herein could be used to obtain 

more insight regarding the underlying physics observed in the experiments. The clear conclusion from this study 

is that FSI can be utilized to mitigate the blast load acting on a flexible, ductile plated structure, resulting in 

reduced deformations. 
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. Introduction 

Civil engineering structures extend the scope of traditional blast-

esistant design by also including architectural, lightweight and flexi-

le structures [1–4] . These types of structures may experience severe

last-structure interaction between the propagating blast wave and the

tructural response (see, e.g., [5–9] ). To meet the challenges posed by

uch extreme loading conditions, it is necessary to fully understand the

mportance of these interactions in view of blast-resistant design. Blast-

tructure interaction occurs when the blast wave encounters a structural

urface that is not parallel to the direction of the wave. The blast wave

s then reflected and reinforced. Depending on the blast and structural

roperties, the structure typically behaves as either a rigid or deformable

urface. Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) takes place if the structural sur-

ace is allowed to move or deform. 

Taylor [10] is considered to be one of the pioneers in the field of

SI in blast environments, suggesting that lightweight structures under-

ake less momentum compared to heavier structures when exposed to
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he same blast intensity. That is, the motion of the reflecting surface

educes the pressure acting on it. Recent years have seen a significant

ncrease in the amount of research investigating the influence of FSI ef-

ects on the response of blast-loaded plates. Most of these studies have

ocused on plated structures in underwater blast environments [11–15] .

hese investigations typically assumed an acoustic medium character-

zed by an incompressible fluid and linear superposition of weak shock

aves. Although the need to account for a compressible fluid behaviour

as recognized [8,12,16,17] , this was not taken into account during

SI in airblast environments until the works of Kambouchev et al. [6] ,

ambouchev [18] , Kambouchev et al. [19,20] , Vaziri and Hutchinson

21] and Hutchinson [22] . The acoustic assumption holds for underwa-

er explosions, but compressibility effects are significant in air even for

mall magnitudes of blast overpressures. The compressible behaviour of

ir results in a significant increase in the magnitude of the stagnation

ressure experienced by the structure during the blast-structure interac-

ion since the reflected overpressure increases with the incident pressure

n a highly non-linear manner. A basic understanding of the influence
 December 2020 
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f FSI when the blast wave (in a compressible fluid) interacts with a

ovable or deformable surface is given in the works of Courant and

riedrichs [23] , Toro [24] and Subramaniam et al. [25] . If the structure

tarts to move, the motion alters the pressure at its surface. Previous

esearch has shown that FSI effects can mitigate the blast load acting

n the structure [19–21,26] , especially in situations involving large de-

ormations [6,7,25,27] . The blast mitigation has been related to both

he induced velocity [7,25] and to the deformed shape of the struc-

ure [26,28,29] . This is interesting in view of lightweight and flexible

tructures. Lightweight structures will experience a higher induced ve-

ocity and a reduction in the transmitted impulse after impact of the

last wave, while flexible structures will experience large inelastic de-

ormation (see Ref. [30,31] ) and a possible interaction of the dynamic

esponse with the positive phase of the load. This implies that large de-

ormations and energy absorption in structural members are favourable

ince the blast wave is mitigated through various deformation mecha-

isms in the structure. As long as the structural member can sustain the

eformation that arises without experiencing failure, ductile materials

an be utilized in the design of flexible structures by allowing for finite

eformations. The FSI may then reduce the transmitted impulse and in-

rease the blast performance of the structure. However, exploiting this

itigation effect in the blast-resistant design requires a thorough under-

tanding of the governing physics in the problem. 

Although approximate methods may provide design guidance, these

ethods are often based on several assumptions regarding the spatial

nd temporal distribution of the loading. Advanced numerical tech-

iques are therefore often required for a sufficient insight in both the

oading and the resulting dynamic response. A widely used design tool

or this class of problems is the explicit non-linear finite element (FE)

ethod [32] . The uncoupled approach is often the preferred procedure

n today’s blast-resistant design. The loading is then obtained using ei-

her empirical relations from the literature or numerical simulations of

he blast wave propagation in an Eulerian (fixed) reference frame. The

nderlying assumption in this approach is rigid boundary conditions

nd no deformation of the structure, where the numerical simulations

re typically performed in a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) code.

hese types of codes compute the fluid flow and provide the spatial

nd temporal pressure distribution along the fluid boundary. Then, the

btained pressure history is applied in a computational structural dy-

amics (CSD) code to determine the corresponding dynamic response of

he structure. The uncoupled approach therefore makes the inherent as-

umption that the blast properties are unaltered by the structural motion

nd vice versa. Since the behaviour of blast-loaded steel plates is highly

on-linear (both in the geometry and in the material), this may not be

n adequate approach and could result in a non-physical response. Both

he pressure distribution and the dynamic response can be significantly

nfluenced by FSI effects. This was illustrated by Casadei et al. [5] and

ørvik et al. [7] by comparing uncoupled and fully coupled FSI simula-

ions for typical industrial applications. Børvik et al. [7] observed con-

iderable variations in the predicted results from uncoupled and coupled

ethods and emphasized the importance of an accurate quantification

f the loading. Recent advancements [33,34] in the field of FE methods

ake it now possible to study the FSI effects in blast events involving

omplex geometries, large deformations, failure and fragmentation. In

articular, adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) [35–38] in both the fluid

F) and structural (S) sub-domains allows for a sufficiently fine mesh

ize to represent the near instantaneous rise in pressure across the shock

ave and to predict the pressure distributions at the F-S interface. Nu-

erical simulations can therefore be used to investigate the effect of

SI on the dynamic response of plated structures. However, before such

ethods can be used, it is essential to evaluate their performance in

erms of robustness, reliability and effectiveness in predicting both the

oading and the dynamic response. Experimental validation is often pre-

erred as it represents the actual physics in the problem, and controlled

xperiments in laboratory environments can be used to evaluate current

omputational methods. 
2 
This motivates detailed investigations on FSI effects during the dy-

amic response of blast-loaded steel plates. Previous studies [36,39–

1] were not able to fully address FSI effects during the dynamic re-

ponse of the plates, mainly because the loading was significantly over-

stimated in the numerical simulations at increasing magnitudes of pres-

ure. The current work has managed to considerably improve the predic-

ive capabilities of the simulations, allowing for detailed studies on the

nderlying physics during FSI. Therefore, the objectives of this study are

s follows: (1) establish a reliable numerical methodology based on re-

ent developments in EPX; (2) numerically quantify the influence of FSI

ffects on the dynamic response of thin steel plates; and (3) use existing

xperimental data [36] to evaluate the performance of the numerical

imulations and ensure that the underlying physics are captured. 

. Experimental work 

Experiments were performed in the SIMLab Shock Tube Facility

SSTF) at NTNU. A detailed presentation of the design, evaluation of its

erformance and the experimental programme used herein can be found

n Refs. [36,39] . However, the experimental setup and programme are

riefly repeated in the following for completeness since most of these

ests served as the basis for the final evaluation of the numerical sim-

lations that will be presented in Section 4 . The SSTF has been proven

o produce controlled and repeatable blast loading in laboratory envi-

onments [39] , and it is considered to be well suited to study FSI effects

uring the dynamic response of blast-loaded plates (see, e.g., [36,39–

1] ). 

The overall principle is that of a compressed-gas-driven shock tube,

n which a high-pressure chamber (called driver in Fig. 1 a) is separated

rom a low-pressure chamber (called driven in Fig. 1 a) by using multi-

le diaphragms. A sudden opening of the diaphragms generates a shock

ave travelling down the tube and into the low-pressure chamber. By

sing a relatively small ratio between the lengths of the high-pressure

nd low-pressure chambers, this experimental setup differs from tradi-

ional shock tubes in the way that the reflected rarefaction waves catch

p with the shock wave resulting in pressure profiles similar to the blast

ave from an explosive detonation [39,42] . 

The total length of the tube is 18.355 m and it is made from stain-

ess steel of grade P355NH, which is intended for pressure purposes ac-

ording to the EN 13445. The high-pressure chamber (called driver in

ig. 1 a) is manufactured with a total length of 2.02 m and has a circular

ross-section with an inner diameter of 0.331 m, where the internal wall

s dull polished to obtain a smooth surface. Aluminium inserts may be

sed to reduce the effective length of the driver section in 0.25 m incre-

ents. The driver is followed by a 0.14-m-long firing section that con-

ists of several intermediate pressure chambers separated by diaphragms

Fig. 1a and 1c). This enables the total pressure difference between the

river and driven section to be achieved in a stepwise manner. The test

tarts by filling the driver and firing section with compressed air, where

he pressure differences in the intermediate chambers are operated be-

ow the diaphragm rupture strength such that the desired pressure is ob-

ained in the driver. Rupture of the diaphragms is initiated by controlled

nd rapid venting of the intermediate pressure closest to the driver sec-

ion using two solenoid valves. This ensures a controlled rupture of the

iaphragms and reproducible bursting pressures. The bursting pressure

ay be varied by changing the thickness of the diaphragms. Melinex

heets are used as diaphragms due to this material’s strength and re-

eatability. 

The inner cross-section in the driven section starts with a 0.6-m-

ong transition region from circular to square cross-section (at constant

rea), where the square cross-section continues until the very end of the

ube ( Fig. 1 a). An epoxy material is used to obtain a smooth surface

nd a square cross-section of 0.3 m × 0.3 m inside the surrounding tube

 Fig. 1 d). The epoxy material works as a practically incompressible ma-

erial, while the surrounding tube ensures the structural strength. The
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup of the SIMLab 

Shock Tube Facility (SSTF): (a) Sketch of the 

experimental setup (seen from above), picture 

of the (b) shock tube (seen from the driver sec- 

tion), (c) firing section (seen from the driven 

section), (d) internal cross-section of the driven 

section (seen from the cameras) and (e) clamp- 

ing and DIC speckle pattern for the flexible 

steel plate (seen from the cameras). Reprint 

from Aune et al. [36,39] , Aune [41] . 

Table 1 

Test matrix including initial conditions and representative blast properties for each test. 

Test 

Initial conditions Blast properties ∗ 

Pressure (driver) Pressure (driven) Temperature 𝑀 s 𝑝 r, max 𝑡 d+ 𝑖 r+ 
[kPa] [kPa] [ ◦C] [ - ] [kPa] [ms] [kPa ms] 

D05 637.6 100.5 21.9 1.37 267.5 28.7 2557.9 

D15 1716.0 100.8 21.4 1.63 606.6 44.1 7510.0 

D25 2811.0 100.8 21.0 1.75 795.2 68.7 12,383.3 

D35 3914.0 100.7 22.2 1.88 1105.2 73.9 16,613.4 

D60 6307.0 100.6 23.0 2.04 1446.1 75.3 21,151.7 

∗ Representative blast properties obtained from massive, non-deformable plates in Ref. [39] from tests 

with similar initial conditions. 
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verage roughness (Ra) of the surfaces inside the driven section is re-

orted by the manufacturer to be in the range of 0.2–0.4 μm. 

In the present work, the length of the driver and driven sections was

.77 m and 16.20 m ( Fig. 1 a), respectively, both with a cross-sectional

rea of 0.09 m 

2 . The blast intensity was varied by changing the initial

ressure in the driver section, while the initial pressure in the driven

ection was at ambient conditions. Table 1 gives the test matrix used

erein, where each test is numbered DY in which D denotes deformable

teel plate (D) and Y indicates the firing (absolute) pressure in bars in

he driver. From Table 1 , it is noted that the test numbers are rounded

o the lower multiple of 5 for the firing overpressures (in bars). A thin

ocol 600DL steel plate was mounted at the end of the tube to introduce

oving boundary conditions ( Fig. 1 e). The deformable steel plates with

imensions 0.625 m × 0.625 m × 0.0008 m were clamped to the end

ange of the tube in an attempt to achieve fixed boundary conditions

 Fig. 1 e). Each of the 12 bolts was tightened using a wrench with a
3 
orque 𝑀 𝑡 of 200 Nm. This is equivalent to a pre-tensioning force 𝐹 𝑝 
f 46.6 kN for the M24 bolts used in the SSTF [36] . The plates had an

xposed area of 0.3 m × 0.3 m (equal to the internal cross-section of the

ube). 

To establish a basis for comparison of the dynamic response in

he numerical simulations, the steel plates were spray-painted with a

peckle pattern ( Fig. 1 e) and three-dimensional digital image correla-

ion (3D-DIC) analyses were carried out to measure the transient dis-

lacement field. The stereovision setup of the two high-speed cameras

Phantom v2511) is illustrated in Fig. 1 a. The 3D-DIC was performed

sing the in-house DIC code eCorr [43] comparing the greyscale-value

eld of the speckle pattern for an image in the deformed (current) con-

guration to that in the undeformed (reference) configuration. 

Piezoelectric pressure sensors (Kistler 603B) were used to measure

he pressure 24.5 cm (Sensor 1) and 34.5 cm (Sensor 2) upstream of the

est specimen ( Fig. 1 a). The pressure sensors were flush mounted in the
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Fig. 2. Weak coupling using CCFVs in the em- 

bedded FSI approach: (a) faces in the influence 

domain, (b) calculation of the pressure drop 

force 𝐟 Δ𝑝 = ( 𝑝 1 − 𝑝 2 ) 𝐿 𝐧 𝑓 and (c) improving al- 

gorithm spatial resolution by FSI-driven AMR 

in the fluid (only one refinement level shown 

for simplicity). (a) and (b) are reprints from 

Casadei et al. [34] . 
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oof of the shock tube, automatically triggered when the shock wave

rrived at Sensor 2 and operated with a sampling frequency of 500 kHz.

he pressure measurements were also synchronized with the high-speed

ameras operating at a recording rate of 24 kHz. The dynamic response

n terms of mid-point deflections and the pressure measurements at Sen-

or 1 in tests D05 to D35 were already reported in Ref. [36] . The experi-

ental results will be presented and used for validation of the numerical

imulations in Section 4 . 

The blast intensity is typically represented as a pressure history 𝑝 ( 𝑡 )
escribed by the peak reflected overpressure 𝑝 r, max , the duration of the

ositive phase 𝑡 d+ and the positive specific impulse 𝑖 r+ . The Mach num-

er 𝑀 s is also frequently used to indicate the blast intensity. The repre-

entative blast properties obtained from massive, non-deformable plates

n Ref. [39] from tests with similar initial conditions are also included

n Table 1 for completeness. 

. Numerical study 

The numerical simulations were performed by the explicit FE code

UROPLEXUS (EPX) [44] , which is jointly developed by the French

ommissariat à l’Energie Atomique et aux Energies Alternatives (CEA)

nd by the Joint Research Centre of the European Commission (JRC).

he Cast3M software [45] , also developed by CEA, was used to gener-

te the FE meshes for the various numerical models, while the ParaView

oftware [46] and EPX itself were used for post-processing of the numer-

cal results. In the fully coupled FSI simulations presented in this study,

oth the fluid sub-domain and the structural sub-domain are included

o be able to study the influence of FSI effects on the dynamic response

f blast-loaded steel plates. A detailed presentation of the governing

quations for the structural and fluid sub-domains can be found in the

ppendix. 

.1. Modelling of FSI 

The fluid sub-domain was discretized with cell-centred finite vol-

mes (CCFV) because they are superior to traditional finite elements

FE) regarding modelling of discontinuities in the fluid flow. Coupling

etween the structural sub-domain and the fluid sub-domain is achieved

y an FSI algorithm of the embedded (or immersed) type, known as

LSW in EPX; see Ref. [34] and Fig. 2 . This particular algorithm is cho-

en among various others present in EPX for two main reasons. The first

eason is the use of CCFV in the fluid sub-domain, and the second rea-

on is the possibility for the test specimen to undergo large rotations

nd large deformation. 

The structure and the fluid are meshed independently, and then, the

tructural mesh is simply embedded into (i.e., superposed to) the fluid

esh, as shown in Fig. 2 a. This dramatically simplifies preparation of

he numerical model compared with other (mesh-conforming) FSI tech-

iques, but it requires more CPU-intensive calculations and may slightly

educe the accuracy of the results for a given size of the mesh. However,

his technique is most favourable in the case of large deformations of the

tructure, see Ref. [34] . 

The FLSW technique follows a so-called weak coupling based on di-

ect application of fluid forces to the structure. The fluid forces arise
4 
rom the fluid pressure computed at the CCFV centroids. FLSW is the

ost natural choice when using the embedded approach and CCFVs

or the fluid sub-domain [33] . This is opposed to the so-called strong

oupling of other FSI techniques based upon constraints (via Lagrange

ultipliers) on the velocities at the fluid nodes, which is the preferred

pproach when FEs are used for the fluid. FLSW operates on the numer-

cal fluxes of mass and energy at CCFV interfaces interacting with the

tructure. These fluxes are blocked ( Fig. 2 b) in order to prevent spuri-

us passage (leakage) of fluid across the structure, as long as the plate

oes not fail. This produces a sort of (weak) feedback on the fluid flow,

ue to the presence of the structure. The fluid forces are assembled with

ther potential external forces (see the Appendix and 𝑭 ext in Eq. (2) ) and

ubsequently used to calculate the dynamic equilibrium of the structure.

With reference to Fig. 2 , in order to determine the portions of fluid

thin regular mesh) interacting with the structure (thick solid lines), the

o-called structural influence domain is considered (grey zone). Each

CFV interface (small hollow square) located inside the influence do-

ain transmits a load to the nearest point of the structure proportional

o the pressure drop between the two fluid cells forming the interface.

 crucial part of the algorithm is the fast update of the structural influ-

nce domain and the fast search for the interacting fluid entities (CCFV

nterfaces in this case) at each time step of the numerical simulation.

ecent advancements [35–38,40] in EPX allow for automatic adaptive

esh refinement (AMR) near the fluid-structure interface (FSI-driven

daptation of fluid mesh), which improves the accuracy of the embed-

ed approach. As shown in Fig. 2 c (with just one level of adaptive re-

nement for simplicity), by reducing the size of the fluid cells close to

he structure, the thickness of the structural influence domain can be

educed accordingly, thus increasing the accuracy of the embedded FSI

lgorithm. 

.2. Numerical models 

A fully coupled FSI model using one quarter of the experimen-

al setup (by exploiting longitudinal symmetries) was established (see

ig. 3 c). The steel plate and diaphragms were modelled using a La-

rangian discretization with Reissner-Mindlin shell elements (quadran-

les Q4GS and triangles T3GS ). A mesh convergence study showed that

 mesh size of 10 mm was adequate to reproduce the observed global

eformation. The steel plate and diaphragms were therefore modelled

ith an element size of approximately 6 mm and 10 mm, respectively, as

he base mesh prior to adaptive refinement (where AMR was applied to

he diaphragms). The diaphragms were modelled using only Q4GS ele-

ents, while the steel plate was represented using both Q4GS and T3GS.

4GS is a 4-node element with 6 dofs per node and 20 integration points

4 in the plane, 5 through the thickness), and T3GS is a 3-node element

ith 5 integration points (1 in the plane, 5 through the thickness). Sim-

lified boundary conditions were used for the diaphragms, while the

teel plate included the complete clamping assembly. Thus, only the ex-

osed area of the diaphragms was modelled and all the nodes located

long the perimeter were fully fixed against translation in all directions

 Fig. 3 a). The importance of including the diaphragm failure process

n the simulation of blast wave propagation in shock tubes was illus-

rated by Andreotti et al. [47] . It was found that the diaphragm failure
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Fig. 3. Numerical model (1/4) of the (a) map- 

ping simulation, (b) fluid sub-domain in the 

first part of the uncoupled approach (see case 

B2 in Fig. 4 ) and (c) fully coupled FSI ap- 

proach. The plate assembly shown in (c) was 

also used (stand-alone) in the second part of 

the uncoupled approach. 
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rocess introduces a multi-dimensional flow field downstream of the

iaphragms, which was observed as a loss of directional energy in the

istant flow field. The diaphragm failure process will therefore affect

he reflected overpressure on the steel plates located at the rear end of

he tube. 

The fluid sub-domain was partly discretized by 1D finite volumes

segments of TUVF ) and partly by 3D finite volumes (bricks of CUVF );

ee Fig. 3 . An initial mesh size of 10 mm was used in the entire 1D-

omain, in the first part of the 3D-domain and in the vicinity of the

late, according to the mesh sensitivity study in Ref. [39,41] . The

ell size in the tank was increased up to 80 mm towards the inter-

al walls. This resulted in 1210 TUVF s and 190,527 base CUVF s in

he fluid sub-domain before AMR application (where appropriate). The

otivation for using TUVF s in-between the two regions with CUVF s

as twofold: to reduce the CPU cost by reducing the number of fi-

ite volumes and to enable the use of the PARO directive in EPX [44] .

he PARO directive allows accounting for friction and heat exchange
5 
gainst the interior walls of the tube by specifying the average roughness

0.4 micrometres). 

The 3D mesh of the fluid sub-domain starts with a circular cross-

ection in the driver and firing sections. Then, a transition part of 0.6 m

ength follows immediately downstream the diaphragms, which starts

ith the circular cross-section in the driver and ends with the square

ross-section in the driven section throughout the following 3.3 m of the

hock tube (see Fig. 3 ). This 3D part of the mesh is then followed by a 1D

art until reaching 0.6 m upstream of the test specimen, with suitable

ouplings between the 1D and 3D parts of the fluid mesh ( TUBM junc-

ion elements). That is, the TUBM connects the 1D part of the fluid using

UVFs to the faces of the neighbouring CUVFs in the 3D part of the fluid.

t is emphasized that the location of the junction element should coin-

ide with a uniform fluid field at this point in the model. The fluid sub-

omain considers the computational mesh fixed (Eulerian formulation),

hile the fluid (particles) moves relative to these grid points. CCFVs

ere used, and the numerical fluxes between adjacent CCFVs were cal-
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T  
ulated using the approximate Harten-Lax-van-Leer-Contact (HLLC) Rie-

ann solver [24,44] , where stability in the convection phase of the ex-

licit solution in time was ensured by using a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy

CFL) coefficient of 0.4. CCFVs have an inherent rigid-wall boundary

ondition due to the integral form of the governing equations, where

he flux at the cell boundary is blocked if there is no neighbouring cell.

hus, there is no need to explicitly impose any boundary conditions

n the CCFVs adjacent to the shock tube walls. The HLLC solver was

hosen due to its favourable characteristics with respect to limiting the

umerical diffusion when computing the fluxes at the interfaces of the

CFVs. The Van Leer-Hancock predictor-corrector scheme was utilized

n the CCFV to achieve second-order accuracy in time. Second order in

pace was reached via the Green-Gauss reconstruction of the conserva-

ive variables using a Dubois limiter to mitigate the possibility of numer-

cal instabilities at the shock front where the solution is discontinuous.

he resulting numerical scheme is total variation diminishing (TVD). A

ensitivity study was carried out to evaluate the influence of the Dubois

imiter coefficient [44] , a number between 0 and 1, with higher values

orresponding to more accurate but also potentially unstable results. It

as found that the default value used in EPX (0.50) gave equally good

esults as other more aggressive values (0.75). 

Based on the information from the manufacturer, the Melinex di-

phragms were assumed to behave elasto-plastically until fracture. De-

ending on the thickness of the diaphragms, the yield stress and plastic

odulus were in the range of 100–160 MPa and 13.9–54.7 MPa, re-

pectively. Fracture was modelled using element erosion and was initi-

ted when all the integration points in the respective element reached

 critical value of 100 % for the maximum principle strain. In an at-

empt to predict the crack propagation observed in the experiments, use

as made of AMR of the diaphragms driven by the accumulated plas-

ic strain 𝑝 . Recent advancements [35] in EPX allow for AMR based on

ser-defined criteria, which makes it convenient to relate the AMR to

he plastic strain. That is, the mesh refinement occurs at user-defined

evels of the plastic strain and at successive levels of refinement. This

tudy used up to two successive refinements within the range of 0.01

 𝑝 ≤ 0.4, resulting in a minimum element size of 2.5 mm when p >

.4. Ductile fracture of the diaphragms could then be predicted without

oo much loss of mass when using element erosion in combination with

MR. 

The diaphragms are completely decoupled from the fluid during the

lling process. That is, the diaphragms are first loaded by an externally

mposed pressure similar to that of the compressed air in the driver (see

able 1 ). Once equilibrium is reached around the deformed configura-

ion, the externally imposed pressure is removed and the fluid states

re initialized in the driver, firing and driven chambers. The pressure

radients over the diaphragms will then ensure equilibrium until rapid

enting of the firing section initiates the diaphragm fracture process. An

mbedded FSI technique ( FLSW ) [34,44] and FSI-driven AMR was used

or the coupling at the fluid-diaphragm (F-D) interface. FSI-driven AMR

as activated in the fluid sub-domain to obtain a sufficiently refined

uid mesh at the F-D interface. 

The FLSW FSI technique and FSI-driven AMR were also used in the

uid for the coupling at the fluid-structure (F-S) interface between the

uid and the steel plate. EPX then enables automatic refinement of the

uid mesh in the vicinity of the plate that can move and undergo large

eformations. This allows for a sufficiently fine fluid mesh size to rep-

esent the near instantaneous rise in pressure over the blast wave. A

esh sensitivity study showed that a mesh size of 5 mm was sufficient

o capture the governing physics in the fluid sub-domain. The number of

MR-generated elements was approximately 300,000 CUVF in the fluid

t the F-D interface, 10,000 Q4GS in the diaphragms and 200,000 CUVF

n the fluid at the F-S interface. Contact is activated between the var-

ous diaphragms and between the diaphragms and tube walls to avoid

nter-penetration during the diaphragm failure process. 

The symmetry of the model was also exploited when modelling the

late and clamping assembly using a 1/4 model with suitable geometry
6 
onstraints (see Fig. 3 c). The bolts and the clamping frames were rep-

esented by solid elements with 3 dofs per node using both the 8-node

rick element CUB8 with 8 integration points and the 6-node wedge el-

ment PR6 with 6 integration points. Material parameters for the steel

lamping frames were taken from Ref. [36] using the VPJC model (see

he Appendix, Eq. (7) and Table A.1 ). Each of the bolts was pre-stressed

o an initial torque ( 𝑀 𝑡 = 200 Nm), resulting in a clamping pressure be-

ween the frames and the plate. This was accounted for by modelling

he lower clamping frame and bolts as one initially stress-free compo-

ent, while an external pressure was applied at the contact area between

he bolt head and the upper clamping frame. The contact pressure was

etermined using the approach suggested in Ref. [36] , resulting in a

ontact pressure of 44 MPa applied over the contact area for each nut

1060 mm 

2 ) throughout the simulation. The clamping pressure was im-

osed via 4-node boundary condition elements CL3D . These elements

utomatically recognize the solid elements to which they are attached

nd use the assigned pressure histories. The lower clamping frame was

ully blocked at its back surface. 

Contact between the plate, bolts and frames was modelled using a

ode-to-surface contact algorithm ( GLIS ) utilizing slave nodes and mas-

er surfaces where contact was enforced by Lagrangian multipliers when

 slave node penetrated a master surface. The plate was modelled as the

lave, and both the static and the dynamic friction coefficient between

he plate and clamping frames were set to 0.50, a typical value from

he literature for a steel-to-steel interface. A detailed presentation of the

umerical modelling of the steel plate and clamping assembly is found

n Aune et al. [36] . It should be emphasized that the modelling of the

lamping assembly was essential to obtain accurate plate deformation.

his is because the plate slides somewhat between the clamping frames

hile deforming. Thus, the plate cannot be simply considered as fixed

long the perimeter of the exposed area, since this would result in an

verly constrained behaviour of the plate. 

.3. Computational methodology to study FSI effects 

Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) effects are studied by comparing the

umerical predictions of the uncoupled and coupled FSI approaches. A

chematic representation of the computational framework adopted in

he present work is presented in Fig. 4 . That is, prior to the simulations

sing either the uncoupled or the coupled approach, a preliminary sim-

lation was performed using the numerical model presented in Fig. 3 a,

ncluding the detailed representation of the diaphragm failure process

nd its influence on the blast wave formation along the shock tube in

ach of the tests (see textbox A in Fig. 4 ). This simulation generates a

o-called map file containing, for each fluid finite volume, the physical

onditions just before the shock wave reaches the right end of the 1D

uid sub-domain. The mapping procedure was possible since all the nu-

erical models presented in Fig. 3 used the exact same fluid discretiza-

ion throughout the first 3D and 1D parts of the mesh. Fig. 5 shows

he diaphragm failure process in the preliminary simulation of test D35.

oth FSI-driven AMR (in the fluid) and plasticity-based AMR (in the

iaphragms) are used for a detailed representation of the diaphragm

upture and its influence on the flow field. 

Then, an uncoupled simulation approach is performed consisting of

wo steps (see textbox B in Fig. 4 ). The first step (B1) is an Eulerian

fluid-only) simulation using the map file as initial conditions in the

uid sub-domain and producing the pressure time history 𝑝 ( 𝑡 ) on the

igid wall (plate location) in Fig. 3 b. Thus, the uncoupled simulations

ake the inherent assumption that the pressure is unaltered by the struc-

ural motion, and vice versa. The uncoupled approach is therefore a

onservative simplification of the real behaviour because it is expected

hat this approach will overestimate the actual pressure since the plate

s not allowed to deform in the Eulerian simulations. The uncoupled

pproach will therefore be used in the following as a reference to iden-

ify FSI effects during the dynamic response of the deformable plates.

he reflected overpressures obtained on the rigid wall in the Eulerian
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Fig. 4. Conceptual scheme of the strategy used to 

study FSI effects by using the numerical models in 

Fig. 3 . Note that both the Eulerian simulations in 

the uncoupled approach and the FSI simulations in 

the coupled approach started from the same initial 

conditions in the fluid sub-domain (map file), en- 

suring that the incoming blast wave was identical 

in both approaches. 

Fig. 5. Illustration of the preliminary simu- 

lation including the diaphragms failure pro- 

cess. Upper view provides the complete view 

of the pressure field for the entire model, while 

the lower view contains a close up on the di- 

aphragms and the fluid in the vicinity of the 

diaphragms immediately before rupture (left), 

just after rupture (middle) and at complete fail- 

ure (right). Note the automatic AMR acting 

both on the fluid (FSI-driven) and on the di- 

aphragms (plastic-strain driven). 
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f  
imulations are shown in Fig. 6 . The second step (B2) of the uncoupled

pproach is a Lagrangian (structure-only) simulation including only the

hin steel plate and the clamping assembly shown in the right part of

ig. 3 c. This simulation uses the pressure history 𝑝 ( 𝑡 ) predicted in the

ulerian simulation as an imposed loading to obtain the corresponding

ynamic response of the plate. Analogous to the clamping pressure, the

last pressure on the exposed area of the plate was modelled by CL3D
7 
oundary condition elements. The blast pressure was imposed as a uni-

ormly distributed pressure on the exposed area of the steel plate in the

ncoupled approach. The uniform distribution was justified by the Eu-

erian simulation, which predicted a uniform blast pressure at the rigid

all. 

Finally, a simulation following the coupled approach is carried out

or each of the tests in Table 1 , using the corresponding map file to
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Table 2 

Numerical results in terms of blast properties from the Eulerian simulations and pressure measurements 𝑝 r, max and 

the corresponding saturated impulse 𝑖 r+ , sat at Sensor 1 in the uncoupled and coupled FSI approach. The FSI effects 

Δ𝑝 r, max and Δ𝑖 r, + are also given. 

Test 

Blast properties ∗ Pressure measurements at Sensor 1 

Eulerian simulations Uncoupled approach Coupled approach FSI effects ∗ ∗ 

𝑀 s 𝑝 r, max 𝑡 d+ 𝑖 r+ 𝑝 r, max , u 𝑖 r + , sat , u 𝑝 r, max , c 𝑖 r + , sat , c Δ𝑝 r, max Δ𝑖 r+ , sat 
[ - ] [kPa] [ms] [kPa ms] [kPa] [kPa ms] [kPa] [kPa ms] [%] [%] 

D05 1.28 258.60 28.5 2659.0 242.0 280.8 231.5 257.9 -4.3 -8.1 

D15 1.64 595.90 51.3 8633.3 552.0 503.2 500.3 448.1 -9.4 -11.0 

D25 1.74 800.60 74.1 16,361.4 743.0 641.4 663.8 569.2 -10.7 -11.3 

D35 1.84 1097.50 86.4 23,513.6 1045.2 876.7 916.5 747.5 -12.3 -14.7 

D60 2.09 1462.00 89.0 36,951.5 1401.7 1091.9 1191.8 951.6 -15.0 -12.8 

∗ Blast parameters representing the pressure histories at the rigid wall in Fig. 3 b. ∗ ∗ Δ𝑝 r, max = ( 𝑝 r, max , c − 
𝑝 r, max , u )∕( 𝑝 r, max , u ) × 100% , Δ𝑖 r+ , sat = ( 𝑖 r + , sat , c − 𝑖 r + , sat , u )∕( 𝑖 r + , sat , u ) × 100% . 

Fig. 6. Pressure curves obtained on the rigid wall in the Eulerian simulations 

(see Fig. 3 b). These pressure histories are used to load the plates in the purely 

Lagrangian simulations (uncoupled approach). Note that the curves are shifted 

in time for improved readability. Each curve was right-shifted 3 ms with respect 

to the previous one. 
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Table 3 

Numerical results from the uncoupled and coupled FSI approach in terms of 

mid-point deflections, saturated durations 𝑡 d+ , sat and the FSI effect Δ𝑑 z , max . 

Test 

Mid-point deflections and saturated time ∗ 

Uncoupled approach Coupled approach FSI effect ∗ ∗ 

𝑑 z , max , u 𝑑 z , p , u 𝑡 d+ , sat, u 𝑑 z , max , c 𝑑 z , p , c 𝑡 d+ , sat, c Δ𝑑 z , max 
[mm] [mm] [ms] [mm] [mm] [ms] [%] 

D05 16.5 13.6 1.26 15.8 12.9 1.21 -4.1 

D15 26.9 25.3 0.97 24.9 23.1 0.94 -7.5 

D25 32.9 31.3 0.92 29.7 28.2 0.89 -9.5 

D35 41.0 39.7 0.88 36.3 34.9 0.84 -11.4 

D60 50.4 49.2 0.82 43.4 42.2 0.79 -13.8 

∗ 𝑡 d+,sat = the time it takes from the start of plate movement until permanent 

deformation 𝑑 z , p . 
∗ ∗ Δ𝑑 z , max = ( 𝑑 z , max , c − 𝑑 z , max , u )∕( 𝑑 z , max , u ) × 100% . 
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et the initial conditions in the fluid sub-domain and including both the

uid and structural sub-domain in the same simulation (see textbox C in

ig. 4 ). It is important to emphasize that both the Eulerian simulation

n the uncoupled approach and the FSI simulation in the coupled ap-

roach started from the same initial conditions in the fluid sub-domain

map file), ensuring that the incoming blast wave is identical in both

pproaches. This allows for numerical investigations on FSI effects dur-

ng the dynamic response of the plates based on the output listed in

extbox D. The results from the fully coupled simulations are therefore

ompared to the corresponding results obtained with the uncoupled FSI

pproach. Experimental results will finally be compared to the fully cou-

led simulations in Section 4 to ensure that the numerical predictions

re reasonable. 

.4. Quantification of FSI effects 

In blast-resistant design, the reflected overpressure is typically rep-

esented as a pressure history 𝑝 ( 𝑡 ) described by the peak reflected over-

ressure 𝑝 r, max , the duration of the positive phase 𝑡 d+ and the positive

pecific impulse 𝑖 r+ . The Mach number 𝑀 s is also frequently used to in-

icate the blast intensity. These blast parameters are therefore listed in

able 2 for completeness in the evaluation of the blast properties in the

hock tube tests. The blast parameters were obtained from the pressure

istories on the rigid wall in the purely Eulerian simulations (see Fig. 6 ).
8 
It is important to emphasize that these shock tube tests were found

o be in the dynamic loading domain by Aune et al. [36] . This classifi-

ation was based on the ratio between the positive phase duration 𝑡 d+ 
nd the natural period of vibration 𝑇 𝑛 in the plates. The natural period

f vibration 𝑇 𝑛 was estimated to be 12.5 ms, resulting in ratios 𝑡 d+ ∕ 𝑇 𝑛 
anging from 2.3 to 7.1 for the tests listed in Table 2 . Hence, it is not

he total impulse 𝑖 r+ of the loading that governs the dynamic response

ut rather the profile of the loading history due to the overlapping of

he plate response with the positive phase duration 𝑡 d+ (see, e.g., [48] ).

herefore, in the dynamic loading domain, it is only the saturated part

f the impulse 𝑖 r+ , sat that contributes to the plate deformation. Focusing

n the total reflected impulse 𝑖 r+ might be misleading since only the

aturated impulse 𝑖 r+ , sat is responsible for the permanent deformation

f the plates. This work adopts the definition of the saturated impulse

 r+ , sat as suggested in the work by Bai et al. [4] , i.e., the reflected impulse

ntil the saturated duration 𝑡 d+ , sat that corresponds to the time of perma-

ent deformation 𝑑 z , p in the plates. The saturated duration 𝑡 d+ , sat there-

ore corresponds to the period of time in which the plate experiences

ermanent deformations. Beyond this period, the motion of the plate

eases and the plate mainly undergoes minor elastic vibrations around

ts permanent deformed configuration. The saturation phenomenon will

e further addressed when discussing the results presented in Fig. 7 . 

Fig. 7 a-b compare the mid-point deflections and mid-point veloci-

ies (obtained by differentiating the deflections in time) in the plate,

espectively, for the coupled approach to those in the uncoupled ap-

roach, while Fig. 7 c contains the pressure histories at the computa-

ional cell ( CUVF ) closest to the point where Sensor 1 was located in

he experiments. Maximum mid-point deflections 𝑑 z , max , permanent mid-

oint deflections 𝑑 z , p and the saturated duration 𝑡 d+ , sat are summarized

nd compared to the uncoupled approach in Table 3 . Negative values of

he difference in maximum deflection Δ𝑑 z , max imply that the maximum

id-point deflections are larger in the uncoupled approach. It should
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Fig. 7. Investigation of FSI effects on the (a) 

mid-point deflections, (b) the induced mid- 

point velocity in the plates, (c) pressures mea- 

sured at Sensor 1 and (d) the same data as (c) 

where the time axis is more focused on the re- 

flected overpressure. Note that the curves in (c) 

and (d) are shifted in time for improved read- 

ability. Each curve was right-shifted 3 ms with 

respect to the previous one. 
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a  
e noted that Fig. 7 d contains the same data as Fig. 7 c; however, the

ime axis is more focused on the reflected overpressure at Sensor 1. The

ain purpose of Fig. 7 d is therefore to illustrate the influence of FSI

n the peak reflected overpressure. In addition, note that the simula-

ions following the coupled approach were intentionally stopped earlier

han the corresponding uncoupled simulations (see Fig. 7 c). This was

ecause, on the one hand, the dynamic response of interest was already

eached at this point in time, while, on the other hand, the remaining

art of the coupled simulation would require a significant CPU cost due

o the decrease in the critical time step caused by the FSI-driven AMR

n the fluid close to the plate. 

As expected, the uncoupled approach predicts larger deformations

han the corresponding fully coupled FSI simulation ( Fig. 7 a and

able 3 ). It is observed that the mid-point deflections are reduced by

pproximately 4-14 % when considering FSI. The clear trend is that

igher pressure magnitudes result in increased FSI effects during the

ynamic response of the plates. The same trend was observed for the in-

uced velocities in the plates ( Fig. 7 b). Fig. 7 c-d show a reduction in the

nitial peak reflected overpressure in the coupled simulations, where a

light trend of an increased reduction at increasing pressure magnitudes

s observed ( Fig. 7 d). That is, the pressure measured at Sensor 1 in the

ncoupled simulations is always higher than that in the coupled FSI ap-

roach. It is important to emphasize that Sensor 1 is located 24.5 cm

pstream of the test specimen (see Fig. 1 a) and that the peak pressure

mmediately after reflection is assumed to be independent of the stiff-

ess of the structure (see, e.g., [25] ). The observed FSI effects at Sensor

 are summarized in Table 2 , providing the peak reflected overpressure

 r, max and the saturated impulse 𝑖 r+ , sat for the coupled and the uncoupled

pproach. The saturated impulse 𝑖 r+ , sat is found by using the pressure his-

ory at Sensor 1. The integral of the reflected overpressure is taken from

he time of arrival of the reflected pressure at Sensor 1 (see second jump

n pressure in Fig. 7 d) over the time interval 𝑡 d+ , sat , which corresponds

o the time interval of the dynamic response before the plate reaches its

ermanent deformation. The same trend is observed for the loading as
9 
or the mid-point deflections, i.e., both the peak reflected overpressure

nd the saturated impulse are reduced in the coupled simulations. More-

ver, higher blast pressure magnitudes result in increased FSI effects. 

Fig. 7 c-d also show that the incident (side-on) pressures were in ex-

ellent agreement, indicating that the reduced reflected overpressure

ay be due to the deformation of the plates. This was also observed

n previous studies, which indicated that the blast mitigation could be

elated to the induced velocity in the plate (see, e.g., [23–25] ), while

anssen et al. [26] suggested that the reduction in reflected pressure is

ue to the deformed shape of the plate which resembles a global dome.

anssen et al. [26] argued that the deformed shape produces a non-

niform spatial and temporal distribution of the pressure in the vicinity

f the plate. The reduction in reflected pressure seems to occur over a

eriod in time that is similar to the saturated durations 𝑡 d+ , sat listed in

able 3 . Then, very limited FSI effects are observed throughout the re-

aining part of the positive phase ( Fig. 7 c). This makes it natural to

elate the reduction in reflected pressure to the induced velocity in the

late. 

Fig. 8 shows a comparison of the plate deformation profiles in an

ttempt to investigate the influence of FSI effects on the deformed shape

f the plates. The deformation profiles are extracted at magnitudes of 0

, 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 % of maximum mid-point deflection in

oth the uncoupled and coupled simulation. The comparison is limited

o test D35, since the same trend was observed in all tests. 

As expected, the deformation profiles show a similar trend to the

id-point deflections as in Fig. 7 a. That is, the uncoupled approach

redicts larger deformations than the corresponding fully coupled FSI

imulations. The trend is that higher deformation magnitudes result in

ncreased FSI effects during the dynamic response of the plates. It is also

oted that the deformation profiles in the two approaches have more or

ess the same shape at the same level of deflection, but with different

agnitudes. Both approaches show the characteristic behaviour of blast-

oaded plates, where plastic yield lines are first formed near the support

nd then travel towards the centre of the plate (see, e.g., [49] ). This in-
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Fig. 8. Comparison of deformation profiles at 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 

% of maximum deflection for the uncoupled and coupled approach in test D35. 

The deformation profiles are extracted from the centre along the x-axis. 
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icates that the mid-point velocities in Fig. 7 b may be a good estimate

f the induced velocity in the plate during the FSI. Thus, the mid-point

elocities are representative for the straight, horizontal part of the plate

ocated in-between the plastic yield lines until they meet at the centre.

his builds confidence in the fact that the induced velocity in the plate

roduces the observed pressure drop in front of the plate ( Fig. 7 c-d),

hich is also in accordance with studies on FSI effects during the re-

ponse of free-standing plates (see, e.g., [23–25] ). 

Fig. 9 contains a comparison of the predicted overpressure in the

icinity of the plate in the uncoupled and the coupled FSI approach.

he comparison is carried out at characteristic times in test D35 and

hows the pressure acting on the loaded surface of the plate and the

ull view of a longitudinal cross-section in the center of the tube. This

iew of the cross-section is obtained by mirroring the quarter-model

cross one symmetry plane, and this view is only used for visualization

urposes of the pressure distribution near the F-S interface. Note that the

ank was not present in the uncoupled approach (see Fig. 3 b); however,

he ‘virtual’ contour of the tank is included in the uncoupled contour

aps as a grey shaded line to indicate the corresponding fluid volume

urrounding the plate in the coupled simulation. 

As expected from a rigid reflecting surface, the uncoupled simulation

hows planar, uniform wave fronts throughout the entire simulation (left

art of Fig. 9 a–f). A planar, uniform pressure wave is also observed in

he coupled simulation immediately after the initial reflection when the

eflected shock wave starts travelling from right to left (right part of

ig. 9 a). Then, as the plate starts moving in the coupled simulations,

he deformation of the steel plate induces a non-uniform spatial and

emporal distribution of the pressure near the plate ( Fig. 9 b–e). This

s first observed as a reduced pressure in the central part of the plate

 Fig. 9 b), resulting in pressure waves that propagate both radially and

o the left ( Fig. 9 c–e). As the plate deforms, it undertakes a curved shape

hat seems to result in a focusing effect of the pressure in the central

art of the plate ( Fig. 9 d–e). There is a trend of a reduction in reflected

ressure before the maximum deformation is reached at approximately

 = 1 . 14 ms ( Fig. 9 b–c). Then, an increase in maximum pressure is ob-

erved in Fig. 9 d at 𝑡 = 1 . 20 ms. The radial pressure waves continue until

he end of the elastic rebound ( Fig. 9 e) when the plate reaches its per-

anent deformation. Thereafter, only limited FSI effects are observed

hroughout the remaining part of the simulation (see Fig. 9 f). 

This makes it natural to relate the reduction of mid-point deflection

n Fig. 7 a to both the deformed shape and the induced velocity in the

late, which alters the reflected pressure in the vicinity of the plate.

hat is, the initial reduction in reflected pressure is related to the in-

uced velocity of the plate (right part in Fig. 9 b), while the subsequent
10 
ncrease in peak reflected pressure may be due to the deformed shape

f the plate that induces a non-uniform pressure distribution (pressure

ocusing effect) in the centre of the plate (see right part in Fig. 9 d). It is

nteresting to note that the increase in pressure magnitude at maximum

eflection in the fully coupled approach (right part of Fig. 9 d) is larger

han that in the uncoupled approach (left part of Fig. 9 d). 

The trend shown for test D35 in Fig. 9 is representative of all tests

nder consideration in this study. That is, the effect of the induced veloc-

ty in the plate tends to reduce the pressure, while the deformed shape

f the plate induces pressure magnitudes larger than those in the Eule-

ian simulations (pressure focusing effect). It is interesting to note that

he increase in pressure magnitudes occurs more or less at the instant

f maximum deformation in the plate. To the authors’ best knowledge,

here are no previous studies on clamped steel plates that observe this

ype of FSI effect in terms of increased pressure due to the deformed

hape of the plate ( Fig. 9 d). 

.5. Interpretation of the FSI effects 

This interpretation of the pressure waves occurring during the FSI

art of the dynamic response is corroborated in Fig. 10 by a more de-

ailed investigation of the resulting wave patterns. Fig. 10 shows the

ensity gradient to visualize the variations in the resulting wave pattern

lose to the plate. This type of visualization is similar to the Schlieren

echnique that is often used in experiments to represent small differences

n pressure, i.e., the location and magnitude of expansion and compres-

ion regions in a fluid flow (see, e.g., [50] ). The uncoupled and the cou-

led FSI approach are shown in the left and right column, respectively,

f the figure for each instant of interest. Note that the chosen times of

nterest are similar to those in Fig. 9 except that t = 1.90 ms is replaced

y t = 0.80 ms to obtain more insight into the wave patterns during the

nitial phase of the plate response. To obtain a reasonable resolution of

he density gradient, it was necessary to use an even finer mesh than

hat in the remaining parts of this study. The fluid mesh was therefore

efined even further by using two additional levels of FSI-driven AMR

n the fluid sub-domain. This resulted in a mesh size of 1.25 mm in the

uid surrounding the plate (see Fig. 10 a). Note that the additional re-

nement was useful to improve flow visualization, but it had no visible

ffects on the results presented so far concerning the plate deformation

nd the pressure time histories. 

The reflected shock wave can be seen as the planar wave with a dis-

inct density gradient propagating from right to left. As expected, it is

bserved that the shock wave reflects on a planar surface in both the un-

oupled and coupled simulation ( Fig. 10 a). Thus, the planar nature of

he shock wave is not altered during or after the reflection itself. How-

ver, as soon as the plate starts to undergo deformations, it is evident

hat the FSI introduces a significantly more complex wave pattern in the

egion behind the reflected shock wave (see Fig. 10 b–f). This is partic-

larly evident when comparing these observations to those in the un-

oupled simulation, where the shock wave reflects on a non-deformable

urface. The FSI generates a series of compression and expansion waves

ropagating both in the longitudinal and in the transversal direction

f the tube. Eventually, the transversal waves meet in the centre, re-

ulting in a focusing of the compression waves at the plate centre (see

ig. 10 e), which then results in the increase and focusing of the pres-

ure as observed in Fig. 9 d. It is interesting to note that this point in

ime corresponds to the elastic rebound of the plate, immediately after

he time of peak deflection ( 𝑡 = 1 . 14 ms). 

Then, as the plate reaches its permanent deformed configuration at

 = 1 . 25 ms, it is observed that some small disturbances are generated

ehind the plate as the plate undergoes elastic oscillations around the

ermanent deflection (see Fig. 10 e–f). These small disturbances seem to

nitiate during the elastic rebound of the plate (see Fig. 10 e) and then

ropagate along the plate surface as a result of conservation of momen-

um in the air (see Fig. 10 f). However, despite the relatively strong den-

ity gradient of these disturbances, this last phase of the FSI has limited
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the uncoupled (left) and 

coupled (right) FSI approach at characteristic 

times in test D35. Fringe colours represent the 

contour map of the overpressure (in kPa) in the 

vicinity and on the plate. Cross-sectional views 

along the centre of the fluid are shown to en- 

able a clear view of the fluid-structure inter- 

face. Time zero ( 𝑡 = 0 ) is taken as the arrival of 

the shock wave at Sensor 1 located upstream 

of the test specimen (see Fig. 1 a). 
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nfluence on the pressure field downstream of the plate (see right side

f plate in Fig. 9 d–e). 

It should also be noted that a strong gradient is observed (dark blue

one) over the thickness of the plate in all of the coupled simulations.

his zone of high gradient coincides with the influence domain of the

LSW algorithm (see Fig. 2 ) and represents the sudden change in pres-

ure and density across the plate. 

The detailed investigation of the density gradient in Fig. 10 confirms

hat the pressure waves in front of the plate are due to the induced mo-

ion and deformed shape of the plate. A series of planar compression and
11 
xpansion waves initiate from the central part of the plate (see Fig. 10 b–

), where plastic yield lines form a planar area that reduces in size as

he yield lines propagate towards the plate centre ( Fig. 8 ). These pres-

ure waves result in a pressure drop in front of the plate ( Fig. 9 a–c).

t the same time, radial waves initiate at the location of the yield lines

urrounding this planar area. Eventually, these radial waves meet at the

late centre (see Fig. 10 e), producing a focusing effect that corresponds

o the pressure increase in Fig. 9 d. 

Fig. 11 illustrates additional results on the exposed plate area

 Fig. 11 a) and the approach used to obtain the pressures acting on the
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Fig. 10. Visualization of pressure waves gen- 

erated during the uncoupled (left) and coupled 

(right) FSI approach at characteristic times in 

test D35. Fringe colours represent the contour 

map of the density gradient magnitude. The 

fully refined fluid mesh is also shown on one 

quarter of the model in (a). Sensor 1 is located 

at the roof of the tube and at the position of 

the left vertical edge of each image. 
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late ( Fig. 11 b) in conjunction with the embedded ( FLSW ) FSI tech-

ique. The pressure acting on the plate is obtained using the EFSI

unctionality in EPX. This basically extracts the fluid pressure in the

losest meaningful fluid element, i.e., by disregarding elements within

he structural influence domain (see Fig. 2 ). Fig. 11 b gives a close-

p of the F-S interface in the right part of Fig. 9 d, where the plate

s illustrated as a thick black line. The width of the structural influ-

nce domain is indicated by 𝐷 and is in the order of two fluid ele-

ents (at the maximum refinement level of the FSI-driven AMR). The

uid pressure on the blast-exposed area of the plate is extracted from

he surface labelled as ’EFSI plate’ and represented by a thick dot-

ed line in Fig. 11 b. This EFSI surface is located at a certain distance
12 
from the actual position of the plate because the numerical fluxes

re blocked at all CCFV interfaces within the structural influence do-

ain (see also Fig. 2 ). This implies that the pressure and other phys-

cal quantities in the fluid elements located inside the influence do-

ain, are not meaningful physically and thus not representative of the

ctual pressure acting on the plate. Note the smeared pressure gra-

ient across the plate in Fig. 11 b, observed as a gradual change in

ringe values from yellow to blue across the plate. This also illustrates

he interest of using FSI-driven AMR in order to reduce the size of

he influence domain and of increasing the accuracy of the embed-

ed FSI algorithm to obtain more precise pressure distributions on the

late. 
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Fig. 11. Illustration of the pressure loading in 

the vicinity of the plate in test D35 at 𝑡 = 1 . 00 
ms: (a) cross-sectional view of surface over- 

pressure acting on the exposed area of the plate 

(same as in Fig. 9 c), and (b) close-up on the 

influence domain in the cross-sectional view. 

Fringe colours represent the contour map of 

the overpressure (in kPa) in the vicinity of the 

plate, where the colourbar is the same as in 

Fig. 9 . 
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. Experimental validation 

As already stated in Section 3.3 , the studies on FSI effects were con-

ucted by purely numerical investigations in this work. That is, no re-

ults from the experimental campaign were used in preparing or cali-

rating the numerical simulations. The chosen computational strategy

nsured that the incoming blast wave was perfectly identical in both the

ncoupled and coupled approach, to enable both qualitative and quan-

itative studies, within the limitations of the numerical model, on the

nfluence of FSI effects on the dynamic response of blast-loaded steel

lates. However, from an engineering point of view, comparison with

xperimental data is always of interest to evaluate the predictive capa-

ilities of the numerical methodology in capturing the actual physics of

he problem. The results from the fully coupled simulations are there-

ore compared to the corresponding results obtained from the experi-

ents presented in Section 2 . The experimental validation was focused

n three performance indicators in terms of the structural response, i.e.,

he mid-point deflections, the mid-point velocities and the deformation

rofiles. In addition, the pressure measurements at Sensor 1 were used

o assess the performance of the fluid sub-domain in predicting the blast

oading. 

Fig. 12 a-b compare the mid-point deflections and mid-point veloci-

ies in the plate, respectively, for the coupled approach to those in the

xperiments, while Fig. 12 c-d contain the corresponding pressure his-

ories at Sensor 1. It should be noted that Fig. 12 d contains the same

ata as Fig. 12 c, but with a closer view on the initial pressure measure-

ents at Sensor 1. The main purpose of Fig. 12 d is therefore to compare

he numerical predictions of the fully coupled approach with the cor-

esponding measurements in the experiments in terms of incoming and

eflected overpressures. Fig. 13 compares the deformation profiles at

agnitudes of 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 % of maximum mid-

oint deflection in both the coupled simulation and the experiment. As

n Fig. 8 , the comparison is limited to test D35 since the same trend was

bserved in all tests. It should be noted that such comparisons of defor-

ation profiles should be carried out with caution. Due to the discrete

ature (i.e., temporal discretization) of the data sampling in both the

umerical solutions and in the experiments, it can be difficult to com-

are the profiles at the exact same magnitude of deformation. The fast

ynamic nature from 0 % to 100 % of maximum mid-point deflection,

hich typically takes place in less than 1 ms, makes the extracted de-

ormation profiles quite sensitive to the exact time instant chosen for

isualization. Despite this inherent sensitivity of these comparisons, the
13 
omparison of deformation profiles is valuable in evaluating the predic-

ive capabilities of the numerical model. To reduce the inherent error in

he comparison because the sampling instants in the experiments do not

xactly coincide with those in the simulations, the simulated profiles are

inearly interpolated between the two nearest sampling instants. 

The fully coupled simulations were generally in good agreement with

he experimental data. Excellent agreement is obtained with respect to

id-point deflections ( Fig. 12 a) and mid-point velocities ( Fig. 12 b) for

ests D05 to D35, while the simulation of test D60 seems to slightly un-

erestimate the deflections and velocities. The deformation profiles are

lso in very good agreement with the experimental observations (see

ig. 13 ). A larger discrepancy between computed and experimental pro-

les is observed for the lowest values of deflection (0% and 25%), which

s as expected given the difficulty of measuring such small values under

ighly dynamic conditions. A comparison of the pressure histories at

ensor 1 shows an excellent agreement in the time of arrival of the re-

ected shock wave, indicating that the velocity of that wave is well cap-

ured by the numerical model. Minor deviations were observed in the

ressure magnitudes (see Fig. 12 d). These deviations were observed, ex-

ept for the lowest pressure magnitude, in both the incoming and the

eflected overpressure. The incoming pressures and the first part of the

eflected overpressure were slightly underestimated, while the reflected

verpressure tends to be slightly overestimated throughout the remain-

ng part of the pressure histories ( Fig. 12 d). It is however challenging

o conclude on the influence of these minor deviations regarding the

ynamic response of the thin steel plates. This is because Sensor 1 is

ocated upstream of the test specimen (see Fig. 1 a), since it would be

ifficult to mount pressure sensors on the thin plate without altering its

tructural characteristics. Thus, Sensor 1 does not measure the pressure

n the steel plates but rather the pressure in the roof of the shock tube

nd 24.5 cm upstream of the thin steel plates. 

Since these are minor deviations if one considers the sophistication of

he numerical methodology necessary to accurately predict the pressure

aves occurring in these types of shock tube tests, it can be concluded

hat the overall performance of the fluid sub-domain is acceptable. It is

mportant to emphasize that there is considerable complexity in these

imulations, where one of the main challenges is to model the diaphragm

ailure process and its influence on the resulting wave patterns inside the

hock tube. Further improvements of the numerical accuracy in predict-

ng the blast wave formation in the SSTF will need to focus even more

n the modelling of the diaphragm failure process (see Fig. 5 ). This as-

ect has already been identified in a recent study by the authors [51] ,
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Fig. 12. Comparison of experimental mea- 

surements and corresponding numerical pre- 

dictions in the fully coupled simulations: (a) 

Mid-point deflections, (b) mid-point velocities, 

(c) pressures measured at Sensor 1 and (d) the 

same data as Fig. 12 c where the time axis is 

more focused on the reflected overpressure. 

Note that the curves in Fig. 12 c-d are shifted in 

time for improved readability. Each curve was 

right-shifted 3 ms with respect to the previous 

one. 

Fig. 13. Deformation profiles at 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 % and 100 % of maximum 

deflection for the coupled approach and experimental data in test D35. The 

deformation profiles are extracted from the centre along the x-axis. 
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ut it is left as further work since the level of accuracy already reached

s sufficient to evaluate FSI effects. Detailed investigations of the di-

phragm failure process can therefore be considered beyond the scope

f the present study. This study focuses on the FSI effects during the

ynamic response of the plates using a purely numerical approach. Ex-

erimental validation is only used to evaluate the predictive capabilities

f the numerical methodology. The already very good agreement with

xperimental observations in Figs. 12 and 13 provides confidence in the

se of the present numerical model and in the fact that the numeri-

al studies on FSI can be carried out numerically, both in a qualitative

nd quantitative manner. Hence, the numerical methodology presented
14 
erein can be used to obtain more insight into the underlying physics

bserved in the experiments. 

. Concluding remarks 

The present study investigates FSI effects during the dynamic re-

ponse of blast-loaded steel plates. Such effects were studied by com-

aring the numerical predictions of the uncoupled and coupled FSI ap-

roach. Purely Eulerian simulations were used to generate the loading

n the uncoupled approach. Special focus was placed on the influence of

SI on the mid-point deflections and mid-point velocities in the plates,

here experimental data served as a backdrop to evaluate the accuracy

f the numerical simulations. The main conclusions from the study are

s follows. 

• Fluid-structure interaction (FSI) takes place if the steel plate moves

or deforms during the duration of the blast load. 
• The influence of FSI effects is quantified in terms of the deflections,

the pressures and the saturated impulse. As expected, the uncou-

pled approach provides conservative predictions for the dynamic re-

sponse in the plates, i.e., it overestimates the plate deflection, due to

the inherent assumption that the pressure is unaltered by the plate

deformation. The clear trend is that higher blast pressure magnitudes

result in increased FSI effects in the fully coupled simulations, result-

ing in reduced deflections and velocities in the plate. It was observed

that the mid-point deflections were reduced by 4–14 %, depending

on the blast intensity, when considering FSI. 
• Fully coupled simulations showed that the dynamic response of the

steel plate introduces a non-uniform spatial and temporal distribu-

tion of the pressure near the plate. The fact that the induced velocity

in the plate tends to reduce the pressure was confirmed, in accor-

dance with previous studies in the literature. However, the observed

successive increase in pressure due to the deformed shape of the

plate was unexpected. It was interesting to note that the pressure
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magnitudes in the fully coupled FSI simulations were (for a short

period) larger than those in the Eulerian simulations. This increase

in pressure occurred more or less at the same time as the elastic

rebound of the plate, immediately after reaching the maximum de-

formation in the plate. To the authors’ best knowledge, there are no

previous studies on clamped steel plates reporting this type of FSI ef-

fect in terms of increased pressure due to the deformed shape of the

plate. Neglecting FSI effects may then result in a non-conservative

estimate of the loading. Although the uncoupled approach gave con-

servative predictions for the deformation of the steel plates consid-

ered in this study, the focusing effect may be of more importance

for other types of flexible and lightweight structures if the increase

in pressure occurs before the permanently deformed configuration.

The important observation in this study was that the non-uniform

pressure distribution in front of the plate was due to a combination

of both the induced velocity and deformed shape of the plate. 
• The numerical predictions showed very good agreement with the

experimental observations. The coupled FSI simulations were able

to predict both the dynamic response of the plate and the pressure

distribution in front of the plate with good accuracy. The clear con-

clusion from this study is that the uncoupled approach can be used

for smaller blast intensities on clamped thin steel plates, but it pro-

vides conservative predictions for larger blast intensities. That is,

fully coupled FSI simulations are necessary to obtain both qualita-

tive and quantitative predictions at higher pressure magnitudes of

the blast loading. 
• The qualitatively and quantitatively good agreement presented in

this study was obtained as a result of extensive use of advanced nu-

merical simulation techniques, of which the most important were

found to be the embedded FSI model ( FLSW ), the automatic AMR in

the fluid (to increase FSI accuracy) and in the diaphragms (to accu-

rately model their failure) and a realistic modelling of the mechan-

ical boundary conditions for the plate (allowing for in-plane sliding

of the plate with respect to the clamping frames). The modelling of

the diaphragm failure process was confirmed to be a critical point

in order to obtain a realistic blast loading on the plate. Many com-

plex phenomena are involved in the diaphragm failure process and,

although the present results are already satisfactory, further refine-

ment and improvement of the diaphragm modelling may be required

in future investigations. However, this is beyond the scope of this

study and will be addressed in future works. 
• The experimental and numerical methodologies presented herein

can be used to obtain more insight into the underlying physics dur-

ing the dynamic response of clamped thin steel plates exposed to

blast loading. This motivates further studies on FSI effects during

the dynamic response of other civil engineering structures to identify

scenarios where FSI may be of importance in blast-resistant designs.

This study indicates that, as long as the structure does not fail, FSI

effects could mitigate the blast loading acting on a lightweight and

flexible structure. That is, lightweight structures undertake less mo-

mentum compared to heavier structures when exposed to the same

blast intensity since a lightweight structure experiences a larger in-

duced velocity, which, in turn, reduces the pressure acting on the

structure. 
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ppendix A 

1. Governing equations 

Structures are characterized by well-defined shapes, which makes

 material framework suitable to express their motion since each indi-

idual node of the computational mesh follows the associated material

article. The computations in the structural sub-domain are therefore

erformed using a Lagrangian formulation, where EPX solves the con-

ervation of momentum, also known as the dynamic equilibrium, arising

rom the principal of virtual power 

𝑉 

𝛿𝐯 T 𝜌 𝜕 𝐯 
𝜕 𝑡 

d 𝑉 + ∫𝑉 

tr ( (∇ 𝛿𝐯 ) T ⋅ 𝝈)d 𝑉 − ∫𝑉 

𝛿𝐯 T 𝜌𝐟 b d 𝑉 − ∫𝑆 

𝛿𝐯 T 𝐭d 𝑆 = 0 

(1) 

here 𝜌 is the mass density of the current volume 𝑉 with boundary sur-

ace 𝑆, 𝐯 and 𝛿𝐯 are the vectors of velocities and virtual velocities at any

oint ( 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 ) within 𝑉 , respectively, 𝝈 is the Cauchy (true) stress, ∇ 𝛿𝐯
s the spatial gradient of the virtual velocity vector, 𝐟 b are the volumet-

ic forces per unit mass and 𝐭 are boundary surface tractions. By spatial

iscretization of the structure (using finite elements) Eq. (1) reads 

 𝒂 = 𝑭 
ext − 𝑭 

int (2)

here 𝑴 is the lumped (diagonal) mass matrix, 𝒂 is the vector of nodal

ccelerations, 𝑭 ext are the external forces and 𝑭 int are the internal

orces. The forces are found by spatial integration over the elements

s 

 

ext = 

𝑁 els ∑
𝑛 =1 

∫𝑆 𝑛 

𝑵 

T 𝐭d 𝑆 + 

𝑁 els ∑
𝑛 =1 

∫𝑉 𝑛 

𝑵 

T 𝜌𝐟 b d 𝑉 , 𝑭 
int = 

𝑁 els ∑
𝑛 =1 

∫𝑉 𝑛 

𝑩 

T 
𝝈d 𝑉 (3)

here 𝑉 𝑛 is the volume of the element 𝑛, 𝑵 is the matrix of shape func-

ions, 𝑩 is the matrix of shape function derivatives, and the summation

ign Σ is the assembly operator over all elements from 1 to 𝑁 els . Eq. (2) is

olved explicitly using the lumped mass matrix and is directly integrated

n time using the central difference scheme [5,33] . 

Blast wave propagation is essentially an inviscid compressible flow.

he viscosity is assumed to be zero and the fluid can assume any shape

ut is incapable of developing shear stresses. It is therefore preferable to

xpress the conservation laws for the fluid in a spatial (Eulerian) frame-

ork, where the computational mesh is fixed while the fluid (particles)

oves relative to these grid points. EPX solves the conservation of mass,

omentum and energy in the fluid sub-domain, given in vector form as

𝜕𝐔 

𝜕𝑡 
+ ∇ ⋅ 𝐅 ( 𝐔 ) = 𝟎 with 

{ 

𝐔 = [ 𝛒 𝛒𝐯 𝐄 ] T 

𝐅 = [ 𝜌𝐯 𝜌𝐯𝐯 + 𝑝 𝐈 ( 𝐸 + 𝑝 ) 𝐯 ] T 
(4)

here 𝐔 is the vector of conserved variables, 𝐅 is the associated flux ma-

rix, 𝜌 is the density, 𝐯 = 𝑣 𝑖 𝐞 𝑖 = [ 𝑣 1 𝑣 2 𝑣 3 ] T is the fluid (particle) velocity

ector with components 𝑣 1 , 𝑣 2 and 𝑣 3 along each of the basis vectors 𝐞 𝑖 
n a Cartesian coordinate system, 𝐸 = 𝜌( 𝑒 + 

1 
2 𝐯 

T 𝐯 ) is the total energy per

nit volume, 𝑒 is the specific internal energy per unit mass (given by a

uitable equation of state), 1 2 𝐯 
T 𝐯 is the kinetic energy per unit mass, 𝑝 is

he pressure and ∇ is the spatial gradient operator. 
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Table A.1 

Material parameters and physical constants [36] for the dual-phase steel used in the shock tube tests in Section 2 . 

Material properties Physical constants 

𝐴 𝑄 1 𝐶 1 𝑄 2 𝐶 2 c m �̇� 0 𝐸 𝜈 𝜌 𝑐 p 𝜒 𝑇 r 𝑇 m 

[MPa] [MPa] [-] [MPa] [-] [-] [-] [s −1 ] [GPa] [-] [kg/m 

3 ] [J/kgK] [-] [K] [K] 

325.7 234.8 56.2 445.7 4.7 0.01 1.0 5 ×10 −4 210.0 0.33 7850 452 0.9 293 1800 
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Integrating the local conservative form of the Euler equations in

q. (4) over a control volume fixed in space reads 

𝜕 

𝜕𝑡 ∫𝑉 𝑓 

𝐔 d 𝑉 + ∫𝑆 𝑓 

𝐅 ( 𝐔 ) ⋅ 𝐧 d 𝑆 = 0 (5) 

here 𝐧 is the outward unit normal to the boundary surface 𝑆 𝑓 of the

xed control volume 𝑉 𝑓 , and the Gauss (divergence) theorem is used to

nd the flux through the boundary surface of the control volume. The

hysical interpretation of Eq. (5) is that the time variation of 𝐔 included

n the fixed volume 𝑉 𝑓 is balanced by the flow of 𝐔 through its boundary

urface 𝑆 𝑓 . Using an appropriate discretization in space for the fluid

nd choosing a suitable discretization of the flux through the boundary

urface, the non-linear set of differential equations in Eq. (4) may be

olved for the discretized unknowns 𝐔 𝑖 located at Gauss points (typically

t the element centroid and represented by an average value) [5,33] .

hus, the control volume is viewed as a continuum and equilibrium

s characterized by no gradients in the conserved variables 𝐔 (velocity,

ressure, temperature). That is, the physical properties are uniform over

ach control volume. 

2. Material models 

Eq. (4) contains five conservation equations, i.e., conservation of

ass, conservation of momentum in the three spatial dimensions and

onservation of energy, and six unknowns. Hence, to find a unique so-

ution of Eq. (4) it is necessary to relate the pressure to the conserved

ariables by a suitable equation of state (EOS). A commonly used EOS

or air is the ideal gas law (called GAZP in EPX). This EOS is found in

any forms and variations in the literature. However, all these repre-

entations are basically the same and this study uses the particular form

iven by 

 = 𝜌( 𝛾 − 1) 𝑒 (6) 

here 𝜌 is the density, 𝑒 is the specific internal energy per unit mass, 𝛾 =
 p ∕ 𝑐 v is the ratio of specific heats given by the specific heat at constant

ressure 𝑐 p and the specific heat at constant volume 𝑐 v . The specific

nternal energy is given as 𝑒 = 𝑅𝑇 ∕( 𝛾 − 1) for an ideal gas behaviour,

here 𝑇 is the temperature and 𝑅 is the specific gas constant which

s unique for each gas. The initial conditions for each simulation were

aken from Table 1 . 

The non-linear material behaviour of the steel plates was represented

sing the VPJC material model in EPX [44] . This model allows for finite

trains and rotations, high strain rates, temperature softening and duc-

ile fracture. The plasticity is governed by the von Mises yield criterion,

he associated flow rule and a modified Johnson-Cook relation by using

he Voce [52] hardening rule for the flow stress. This results in the fol-

owing dynamic yield function 𝑓 𝑑 governing the behaviour of the steel

aterial [53,54] 

 𝑑 ( 𝝈, 𝑝, �̇� , 𝑇 ) = 𝜎eq ( 𝝈) − 𝜎𝑦 ( 𝑝, 𝑇 ) 
( 

1 + 

�̇� 

�̇� 0 

) c 

= 

√ 

3 
2 
𝝈

′ ∶ 𝝈′ − 

( 

𝜎0 + 

2 ∑
𝑘 =1 

𝑄 𝑘 

[
1 − exp 

(
− 𝐶 𝑘 𝑝 

)]) 

×
( 

1 + 

�̇� 

�̇� 

) c (
1 − 𝑇 ∗ m 

)
(7) 
0 

16 
This yield function is used to update the Cauchy stress 𝝈 in Eq. (3) ,

here 𝜎eq is the equivalent von Mises stress, 𝜎𝑦 is the flow stress, 𝑝

s the equivalent plastic strain, �̇� is the equivalent plastic-strain rate,

̇ 0 is a user-defined reference strain rate, 𝜎0 represents the initial yield

tress, ( 𝑄 𝑘 , 𝐶 𝑘 , 𝑐, 𝑚 ) are material constants and 𝝈
′

is the deviatoric part

f the Cauchy stress tensor. The homologous temperature is defined as

 

∗ = ( 𝑇 − 𝑇 r )∕( 𝑇 m − 𝑇 r ) , where 𝑇 is the absolute temperature, 𝑇 r is the

mbient temperature and 𝑇 m is the melting temperature of the material.

ince the structural response from blast events has a very short dura-

ion in time, the temperature evolution was modelled assuming adia-

atic conditions and calculated based on the plastic dissipation [53] .

hus, Eq. (7) allows for viscoplasticity when 𝑓 𝑑 = 0 , while 𝑓 𝑑 < 0 means

lastic behaviour. Material parameters and physical constants for the

teel material used in this study were obtained from the test plates in

ection 2 by Aune et al. [36] (see Table A.1 ). 
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